1. Introduction {#sec1-sensors-20-04034}
===============

The rapid progress of the economy associated with a number of human activities is destroying the environment \[[@B1-sensors-20-04034],[@B2-sensors-20-04034]\]. Each year, natural and human originated disasters are causing the global climate change, leading to infrastructural damages, economical crisis and distresses for the population. Flooding is one of the major disasters occurring in the world. Recent studies \[[@B3-sensors-20-04034],[@B4-sensors-20-04034]\] indicate that the risk of flooding in Europe will increase in the near future. Despite the existence of satellite images systems that allow forecasting rainfall, there is a need for real-time monitoring and alerting systems to constantly monitor flow, precipitation level and water level, to make a reasonable decision on the necessary actions to prevent flooding. Monitoring the water level in rivers, bays and the sea is hence an important problem that has increasingly attracted the attention of the research community. Advances in wireless technologies and communication protocols have enabled the development of environmental monitoring systems based on low-cost, low-power and multi-functional sensors that, typically, are able to communicate within specific distance limits. Technologies such as Wi-Fi or Zigbee \[[@B5-sensors-20-04034]\] are commonly used in monitoring setups. Wi-Fi offers high data rates (above the required for most sensor deployments), but the transmission range is relatively small and the power consumption is high, due to the need of processing heavy communication protocols. Zigbee offers adequate data rates and low energy consumption, but only works for short communication ranges. Alternatively, Global System for Mobile (GSM) \[[@B6-sensors-20-04034]\] or satellite communications \[[@B7-sensors-20-04034]\] can be used for long communication ranges, supporting data rates appropriate for most sensor deployments. However, these technologies are rarely employed in these applications due to their cost.

As an alternative to all the previously mentioned technologies, Low Power Wide Area Networks (LPWANs) have emerged as one of the most promising IoT enabled networking technologies due to an advantageous combination of features \[[@B8-sensors-20-04034]\]: reduced use of bandwidth, capability to connect a huge number of devices, long-range links, low-cost devices, and energy efficiency. The majority of these features are common to the different LPWAN solutions \[[@B9-sensors-20-04034]\]. In this work, the focus is on LoRa \[[@B10-sensors-20-04034]\], a LPWAN low-cost technology that provides better communication range in comparison to other technologies due to its radio sensitivity \[[@B11-sensors-20-04034]\]. In addition, LoRa power consumption is very low, offering extended battery-powered operating time.

In this paper, we study LoRa and evaluate its performance for environmental monitoring applications, particularly in flood prevention. Therefore, we consider nodes that are located near water areas, placed at low heights, and that communicate over the water. The Okumura-Hata propagation model \[[@B12-sensors-20-04034]\] and the two-ray ground reflected model \[[@B13-sensors-20-04034]\] are analyzed in terms of communication range versus node and gateway heights. Forecasts based on these models are compared with experimental results collected from real deployments. Two deployment scenarios are considered for comparison purposes: an estuary monitoring scenario, where communication is done over water, and a countryside environment monitoring scenario, where communication takes place over solid ground. In both cases, nodes are always placed at low heights in relation to the water and the ground.

Existing propagation models (\[[@B14-sensors-20-04034],[@B15-sensors-20-04034]\] and others) take into account node and gateway heights. However, a vast majority of the works reported in the literature (e.g., References \[[@B16-sensors-20-04034],[@B17-sensors-20-04034]\]), in which several scenarios have been considered to evaluate LoRa, mainly consider nodes placed at high heights in order to achieve large communication ranges. This motivated our experimental study to determine the reliability of LoRa networks in a real flood monitoring system, where nodes are placed at low heights and in which the communication link is established over the land or over the water.

The experimental work and the corresponding results and discussion are provided in this paper. In particular, we study the conditions under which reliable LoRa communication can be achieved when nodes are placed at low heights. Moreover, as the battery lifetime of a node is an important aspect when remote environmental monitoring applications are deployed, we also present a battery lifetime estimation approach for LoRa-based applications.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: [Section 2](#sec2-sensors-20-04034){ref-type="sec"} discusses related work concerning the evaluation of LoRa technology in real application scenarios. The main characteristics of LoRa are presented in [Section 3](#sec3-sensors-20-04034){ref-type="sec"}, while a theoretical analysis of over-the-air propagation models is presented in [Section 4](#sec4-sensors-20-04034){ref-type="sec"}. Our experimental setup and the configurations used to evaluate the LoRa technology are described in [Section 5](#sec5-sensors-20-04034){ref-type="sec"}. [Section 6](#sec6-sensors-20-04034){ref-type="sec"} discusses the importance of the first Fresnel zone clearance to the transmission quality, while [Section 7](#sec7-sensors-20-04034){ref-type="sec"} provides the obtained results and their analysis. Since the network lifetime is an important aspect for maintenance, mainly for batteries replacement, [Section 8](#sec8-sensors-20-04034){ref-type="sec"} presents the lifetime estimation approach for the battery of a LoRa node. Finally, conclusions and remarks are given in [Section 9](#sec9-sensors-20-04034){ref-type="sec"}.

2. Related Works {#sec2-sensors-20-04034}
================

The LoRa technology \[[@B10-sensors-20-04034]\] has been attracting attention from the academic and industrial communities, with several studies on the different aspects of the technology, such as communication range, interference, scalability or energy efficiency. LoRa uses Chrip Spread Spectrum (CSS) modulation \[[@B18-sensors-20-04034]\], which allows the configuration of the bandwidth, spreading factor, coding rate and transmission power. Due to its flexibility, it shows huge potential for numerous applications, including remote sensing applications. However, to the best of our knowledge, practical reports on the reliability of LoRa when communication is done over water surfaces, as in estuary monitoring scenarios, are still scarce.

Since the number of LoRa deployments are increasing for both urban and sub-urban areas, LoRa nodes will be exposed to high interference. One important characteristic of LoRa is its robustness against interference. Bor et al. present a performance analysis of a LoRa transceiver \[[@B19-sensors-20-04034]\], demonstrating how concurrent non-destructive transmissions and carrier detection can be employed to extend the battery lifetime of nodes. The same authors also performed an experimental study \[[@B20-sensors-20-04034]\] on the impact of configurable LoRa transmission parameters on the communication performance.

The physical and data link layer performance of LoRa have also been evaluated \[[@B21-sensors-20-04034],[@B22-sensors-20-04034],[@B23-sensors-20-04034]\]. It has been shown that even in high interference scenarios, LoRa is able to provide robust communication links. Based on experimental results collected from a testbed, Rahman and Suryanegara discussed the channel orthogonality for different spreading factor values \[[@B22-sensors-20-04034]\]. Radio interference in the 868 MHz band was also studied \[[@B24-sensors-20-04034]\], being shown that communication coverage drops exponentially as the number of end-devices grows.

Other specific aspects related to LoRa performance evaluation concern network scalability. The dimension of a LoRa network was discussed by Mikhaylov et al. and by Bor et al. \[[@B25-sensors-20-04034],[@B26-sensors-20-04034]\]. These authors provide an analysis of the throughput available to a single node and of the number of devices which can be served by a single gateway.

Concerning LoRa energy consumption, there are several works addressing this issue \[[@B27-sensors-20-04034],[@B28-sensors-20-04034],[@B29-sensors-20-04034]\]. These aim at modeling the energy performance of LoRa to characterize the lifetime of specific setups. In this paper, we provide a different model for estimating node energy consumption for LoRa communication technology. This model also includes the computation time, that is not included in previous models. Moreover, we apply and validate it using data from a real setup.

In terms of performance evaluation of LoRa for different types of application scenarios in real deployments, Persia et al. evaluate LoRa for a rural smart grid application \[[@B30-sensors-20-04034]\], looking at network coverage and path losses. According to the authors, the packet delivery success ratio ranges from 90% to 95%. Haghi et al. report a study on tracking human movements (walking movements) within a certain area covered by LoRa \[[@B31-sensors-20-04034]\]. According to them, it is not feasible to track a person on the streets in an Urban area. The authors claim that 200 m is the successful packet reception range instead of 25 km reported by theoretical models. The work by Petri$\acute{c}$ et al. evaluates the performance of LoRa in an urban environment \[[@B32-sensors-20-04034]\], reporting an uncertain and variable network behavior, with packet error rates varying from 3% to 90% without any configuration changes. LoRa performance results in real environments \[[@B33-sensors-20-04034]\] have also been reported. The authors have shown that LoRa enables communication to distances larger than 10 Km, but only if considering transmissions in line-of-sight. Authors also conclude that the maximum transmission range is severely affected by obstructions such as buildings and vegetation. The importance of the spreading factor parameter was quantified, resulting in a recommendation to select a lower spreading factor whenever possible. The same conclusions were also reached by Oliveira et al. and by Petajajarvi et al. \[[@B16-sensors-20-04034],[@B17-sensors-20-04034]\].

Differently from the above-mentioned works, we consider an estuary monitoring scenario where communication is done over water. In particular, and differently from most of the existing works, we consider nodes located at low heights, below 2 m, and we obtain experimental data that allows evaluating communication reliability in this scenario and conditions. Furthermore, we also obtain results on a countryside scenario for comparison purposes. In this sense, our work and results complement the existing knowledge on the application of LoRa, allowing us to conclude that existing empirical propagation models do not adequately represent the reality for such low communication heights.

There is also research related to LoRa transmission over water. The work by Parri et al. discusses the realization of a LoRaWAN network infrastructure for marine environments like an aquaculture industrial plant \[[@B34-sensors-20-04034]\]. signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and received signal strength indicator (RSSI) were evaluated considering different network parameters and two antenna heights. The reported results achieved a communication link up to 8.33 km with antennas placed always 2.1 m above water level. A similar work was conducted by Jovalekic et al. \[[@B35-sensors-20-04034]\], investigating the behaviour of LoRa in terms of RSSI and SNR, considering three different LoRa spreading factors, within a bandwidth of 125 kHz and 4/6 coding rate. Antennas were placed, at minimum, 56 m above sea level. Their experiments showed that in the conditions considered, LoRa links are fully feasible over seawater at distances of at least 22 km.

Li et al. report the application of LoRa in a sailing monitoring system \[[@B36-sensors-20-04034]\] and Agbuya et al. describe the construction of a tidal monitoring system based on cloud services \[[@B37-sensors-20-04034]\]. In these works the evaluation of network parameters is done taking into account the requirements of the application. In the first case, the transmitter is placed in a boat with the antenna 1.5 m above the water level. The authors report a coverage between 3 and 5 km depending on the spreading factor. In the second case, the most similar to our work, the LoRa transmitter is placed at a small height in a buoy. The results show a small range coverage of about 306 m. Our results show roughly the same behaviour at this height, but in addition we obtain results for a wider range of heights.

As mentioned, we consider that sensor nodes and their respective antennas must be located at low heights, close to the water but in the shore (without buoys or specific platforms like a boat). This represents a different perspective when compared to the work analysed above, in which antennas are deployed at higher positions, thus providing more cleared Fresnel zones \[[@B38-sensors-20-04034]\] and increasing the communication range of LoRa. Concerning the work by Li et al. and by Agbuya et al. \[[@B36-sensors-20-04034],[@B37-sensors-20-04034]\], floating platforms were used. Therefore, the antenna heights do not change with tides, and the variation of communication reliability over time is not investigated, as in this paper.

According to our best knowledge, our work is partially different from the state-of-the-art since it considers over-the-water communication with antennas of nodes placed at low heights (near the water), demonstrating that LoRa performance is affected by factors such as tides and low antenna heights.

3. LoRa Characteristics {#sec3-sensors-20-04034}
=======================

LoRa is supported by the unlicensed radio bands, promises kilometers of communication distance and several years of battery life. It uses the Chirp Spread Spectrum technology \[[@B18-sensors-20-04034]\] that, according to Semtech \[[@B10-sensors-20-04034]\], makes it robust against a high degree of interference, multi-path and Doppler effects \[[@B39-sensors-20-04034],[@B40-sensors-20-04034]\].

Lora employs a variation of the Chirp Spread Spectrum modulation, where channel, bandwidth, spreading factor and transmission power characteristics are taken into account. It uses a mechanism for constantly increasing or decreasing frequency that sweeps through and wraps around a predefined bandwidth (upchirps and downchirps) to formulate a full packet.

3.1. Spreading Factor {#sec3dot1-sensors-20-04034}
---------------------

The spreading factor (SF) is consistent throughout the packet and can assume different values (typically, it can assume a value from SF5 to SF12). SF5 is used for high data rates, requiring highest SNR for successful demodulation while SF12 supports lowest data rates with lowest SNR for the same transmission power. Combined with the frequency bandwidth, the speeding factor determines the final data rate.

3.2. Bandwidth {#sec3dot2-sensors-20-04034}
--------------

Another characteristic of LoRa is the Bandwidth (BW), which determines the width of the transmitted signal and, consequently, the chirp duration.

The relation between the spreading factor and the bandwidth is explained by Semtech \[[@B11-sensors-20-04034]\]. Each chirp or symbol consists of 2^SF^ Radio Frequency (RF) chips carrying SF data bits. The number of chips that compose a complete chirp is directly proportional to the bandwidth. Considering a bandwidth of 125 KHz, a chirp comprises 125,000 chips/s and its duration $T_{sym}$ is given by Equation ([1](#FD1-sensors-20-04034){ref-type="disp-formula"}). $$T_{sym} = \frac{2^{SF}}{BW}.$$

Current LoRa chipsets support bandwidth values of 125 kHz, 250 kHz and 500 kHz with a fixed SF and Gaussian Frequency Shift Keying (GFSK) modulation. By changing the bandwidth, chip duration would change accordingly, affecting the chirp duration and the SNR.

3.3. Coding Rate {#sec3dot3-sensors-20-04034}
----------------

LoRa utilizes Hamming Code as an error detection and correction mechanism. It is represented as 4/x, which indicates 4 information bits together with x (1 to 4) parity bits. The settings embedded into the LoRa chips are 4/5, 4/6, 4/7 and 4/8. Using a Hamming error detection and correction code induces overhead on the transmission by increasing the number of bits to be transmitted. However, it allows a receiver to check for errors and possibly correct them by exploiting forward error correction (FEC) techniques \[[@B41-sensors-20-04034]\], improving communication reliability.

3.4. Packet Structure {#sec3dot4-sensors-20-04034}
---------------------

There are two types of LoRa packets, each having its own structure---uplink and downlink packets \[[@B10-sensors-20-04034]\]. The difference resides on the presence or absence of a payload cyclic redundancy check (CRC). An uplink LoRa packet ([Figure 1](#sensors-20-04034-f001){ref-type="fig"}) consists of a set of preamble symbols ($Preamble_{Size}$), an optional header, a variable-length payload field and an optional CRC field.

Considering an uplink LoRa packet, the preamble is used to synchronize the receiver with the incoming data. It starts with a sequence of constant upchirps with the last two upchirps encoding the sync word. The sync word is a byte value that is used to identify LoRa networks. A device configured with a specific sync word will stop listening for a transmission if the decoded sync word does not match its configuration. The sync word is followed by 2.25 symbols corresponding to the necessary downchirps. By default, the packet is configured with 8 upchirps plus 2 upchirps and 2.25 downchirps \[[@B42-sensors-20-04034]\]. However, this may be changed by setting a specific register and can vary between 10.25 and 65,539.25.

Concerning the LoRa header, it includes a set of parameters such as Coding Rate (CR), implicit header (IH), low data rate optimization enabled (DE) and payload length. The existence of a payload CRC field at the end of the packet can be controlled through the CRC flag that is also part of the LoRa header. Each header has also its own CRC (4/8) to allow the receiver to discard invalid headers.

In scenarios where the payload, coding rate and payload CRC are fixed or known in advance, the implicit header mode can be invoked. It allows us to reduce the transmission data. In this case, those parameters must be manually configured on both transmitter and receiver.

Lastly, the packet payload is a field with variable-length that contains the data coded according to the specified Coding Rate. LoRa packet size is limited to 255 Bytes.

Each arrow in [Figure 1](#sensors-20-04034-f001){ref-type="fig"} represents the size of a part of the packet. The size of the overall packet (the number of transmitted symbols) depends on the SF used. The header size and the payload size depend on the amount of information that is sent and on the CR used. For instance, if we choose *n* header symbols as the initial size for the header, the effective number of used symbols will end up increasing according to the CR, which is 4/8 for the header. Concerning the payload, the CR is configurable and may be different from the header CR.

3.5. Transmission Power {#sec3dot5-sensors-20-04034}
-----------------------

By increasing transmission power, the signal will have higher chances to reach the receiver even in noisy environments. However, it directly affects the battery lifetime of a LoRa transmitter. Semtech claims that its chipset SX1276 \[[@B11-sensors-20-04034]\] has a sensitivity of −148 dBm and a transmission power output up to +20 dBm. Based on its modulation schemes, it is able to achieve long transmission distances, to show a high degree of interference immunity and to be optimized in terms of energy consumption. However, the maximum transmission power output should respect regional regulations in order to ensure a fair use of the Industrial, Scientific and Medical (ISM) band. Taking into account the operating frequency in Europe (868 MHz), the maximum power output for devices is +14 dBm.

4. Analysis of Wireless Propagation Model for LoRa Technology {#sec4-sensors-20-04034}
=============================================================

Currently, there are some empirical propagation models used to estimate packet loss versus distance in urban and sub-urban areas \[[@B14-sensors-20-04034],[@B15-sensors-20-04034],[@B43-sensors-20-04034]\]. However, although the existing models were derived from experimental data using different configurations and propagation environments, there is no model which considers transmission over water surfaces where antennas are placed at low heights in relation to the water surface. Therefore, in this Section we analyse the existing models that will be used to estimate the maximum communication distances achievable with LoRa at different antenna heights.

We begin by presenting an equation that relates the path loss attenuation with the received power. After that, and by setting a minimum value for the received power that still allows communication, it will be possible to establish a relation between the height at which sender and receiver antennas are placed and the communication distance. Taking into account the transmission power ($T_{Pow(dBm)}$), the antenna gains for transmitter and receiver ($G_{Tx}$ and $G_{Rx}$, respectively), and the path loss attenuation ($L_{Atn}$) caused by the distance, the received power ($R_{Pow(dBm)}$) can be calculated as:$$R_{Pow(dBm)} = T_{Pow} + G_{Tx} + G_{Rx} - L_{Atn}.$$

There are several models to estimate $L_{Atn}$ (e.g., References \[[@B12-sensors-20-04034],[@B44-sensors-20-04034],[@B45-sensors-20-04034],[@B46-sensors-20-04034]\]). However, some of them are simplified models and none was designed to consider water environments associated with low antenna height. For example, the Erceg model \[[@B44-sensors-20-04034]\] tends to overestimate the distances in an urban environment because buildings and other urban structures are not considered by the model \[[@B47-sensors-20-04034]\]. Lee propagation model \[[@B45-sensors-20-04034]\], adapted and evaluated by Dobrilovi$\acute{c}$ et al. \[[@B46-sensors-20-04034]\], can also be used to predict the path loss for point-to-point communications over flat terrain. The application of the Lee propagation model to water environments requires a specific set of parameters that are not trivial to calculate in these environments. The empirical Okumura-Hata model \[[@B12-sensors-20-04034]\] is another option to estimate $L_{Atn}$. This model was developed for wireless communications in urban environments and takes into account the frequency, the transmitter and receiver antenna heights, a correction parameter that depends on the surrounding environment, and the distance between transmitter and receiver.

An alternative to estimate $L_{Atn}$ is the two-ray ground reflected model \[[@B13-sensors-20-04034]\]. It is a radio propagation model which predicts the path losses between a transmitting antenna and a receiving antenna when they are in line-of-sight and each have different height. The model considers received signals having two components, the line-of-sight component and the multi-path component formed by a single ground reflected wave. Since in this experimental work communications in line-of-sight are always considered, we will estimate the path loss in water environments considering the Okumura-Hata model and the two-ray ground reflected model.

The Okumura-Hata model has two parameters that modulate the environment (urban, sub-urban or rural). In our case, since the bay in which we performed the experiments is surrounded by buildings and other infrastructures, we configured the model for sub-urban environments. In terms of terrain profile, the Okumura-Hata model does not include any factor to modulate it. However, given that all our experiments were performed on flat terrain in line-of-sight, the model can be considered appropriate as a reference. In fact, this was confirmed by our results, since the estimations (values resulting from the model) are close to the values obtained in our measurements. The path loss Equation for the Okumura-Hata model is written as \[[@B48-sensors-20-04034]\]: $$L_{Atn} = 69.55 + 26.16 \ast log_{10}\left( F_{c} \right) - 13.82 \ast log_{10}\left( h_{GW} \right) - a\left( h_{node} \right) + \left( 44.9 - 6.55 \ast log_{10}\left( h_{GW} \right) \right) \ast log_{10}d,$$ where $F_{c}$ is the carrier frequency, which varies from 150 MHz to 1500 MHz, $h_{GW}$ is the gateway antenna height, and *d* is the distance between transmitter and receiver, in kilometers.

$a\left( h_{node} \right)$ is a parameter that modulates the influence of the environment and the height of node ($h_{node}$) in the communication. Since transmitter and receiver nodes may have different heights, the distance between them is different from that of a single line-of-sight with nodes at the same height. It is given by Equation ([4](#FD4-sensors-20-04034){ref-type="disp-formula"}). $$a\left( h_{node} \right) = 3.2 \ast \left\lbrack log_{10}\left( 11.75 \ast h_{node} \right) \right\rbrack^{2} - 4.97.$$

This model does not consider the terrain profile and the propagation over water or land is not distinguished. However, we considered this model as a good starting point to estimate the maximum communication distance between two LoRa nodes.

Other possibility to determine the path loss is considering the two-ray model which takes into account the fact that radio propagation signals will suffer attenuation (constructive and destructive) due to its own ground reflection. Path loss is often estimated assuming free space propagation, taking into account only the distance *d* and the wavelength $\lambda$:$$L_{Atn} = 20\log_{10}\left( {4\pi\frac{d}{\lambda}} \right).$$

Considering the scenario presented in [Figure 2](#sensors-20-04034-f002){ref-type="fig"}, the length of the direct line-of-sight propagation path can be geometrically derived to be, $$d_{los} = \sqrt{d^{2} + \left( h_{t} - h_{r} \right)^{2}}\mspace{720mu},$$ while the length of the indirect, non line-of-sight path via ground reflection can be described as:$$d_{ref} = \sqrt{d^{2} + \left( h_{t} + h_{r} \right)^{2}}.$$

Based on the length difference of these paths and the wavelength, the phase difference of interfering rays can be derived as:$$\varphi = 2\pi\left( \frac{d_{los} - d_{ref}}{\lambda} \right).$$

The attenuation of radio signal due to reflection is commonly captured in a reflection coefficient, which is dependent on the incidence angle $\theta_{i}$. In order to determine the reflection coefficient, the sine and cosine of $\theta_{i}$ need to be known. They are determined as:$$sin\theta_{1} = \frac{\left( h_{t} + h_{r} \right)}{d_{ref}}$$ $$cos\theta_{1} = \frac{d}{d_{ref}}.$$

Finally, the reflection coefficient can be calculated as, $$\mathsf{\Gamma} = \frac{sin\theta_{1} - \sqrt{\epsilon_{r} - cos^{2}\theta_{1}}}{sin\theta_{1} + \sqrt{\epsilon_{r} - cos^{2}\theta_{1}}}\,,$$ where $\epsilon_{r}$ is a constant that represents the relative permittivity of the of reflection surface. The modification in signal strength due to constructive or destructive interference can then be modeled by:$$L_{Atn} = 20\log_{10}\left( {4\pi\frac{d}{\lambda}\left| {1 + \mathsf{\Gamma}e^{\varphi}} \right|^{- 1}} \right).$$

Equation ([12](#FD12-sensors-20-04034){ref-type="disp-formula"}) is based on the free space propagation model, taking into account the distance *d* and the wavelength $\lambda$, where a correction term of the relative phase and magnitude of interference by the reflected ray was added \[[@B49-sensors-20-04034]\]. This two-ray model describes the received signal strength as the interference of only two copies of the transmitted signal, one that follows the line-of-sight ray and a second that is reflected on the reflection surface (ground or water).

In the next sub-Sections we will estimate the maximum distances that can be achieved for specific heights of the gateway and the node antennas, considering Okumura-Hata and two-ray models. A transmission power of 14 dBm, an operating frequency of 868 MHz and antenna gains of 1.5 dBi and 1 dBi for gateway and nodes, respectively, were considered.

4.1. Okumura-Hata Model {#sec4dot1-sensors-20-04034}
-----------------------

[Figure 3](#sensors-20-04034-f003){ref-type="fig"} shows the evolution of $R_{Pow}$ for a varying distance between the gateway and a node. The gateway was fixed at 2, 10 or 30 m height, while the node height was set to 1, 2, 5 and 10 m.

From the results shown in [Figure 3](#sensors-20-04034-f003){ref-type="fig"} we can conclude that if a gateway is fixed at 30 m and a node is set to 10 m, then the maximum communication distance would be up to 25 km, which matches results presented in the literature (e.g., References \[[@B16-sensors-20-04034],[@B17-sensors-20-04034],[@B33-sensors-20-04034]\]). However, the maximum distance is highly reduced for low heights.

Given the focus of this work in studying the reliability of LoRa when nodes are positioned at low heights (0.3, 1 and 2 m), the gateway is fixed at 4 m and the communication is done over the water surface, we used this model to estimate the maximum communication distances. Although the sensitivity of a LoRa receiver can be up to −148 dBm \[[@B11-sensors-20-04034]\], since retransmission and FEC mechanisms were not used in our experiments, we noticed that messages arriving at gateway or nodes with a sensitivity less than −130 dBm, had errors and thus were discarded. Due to this, a reasonable value for $R_{Pow}\left( dBm \right)$ was defined as −130 dBm. [Table 1](#sensors-20-04034-t001){ref-type="table"} provides the obtained values for the maximum communication distance *d* in relation to the node height.

To determine the values in [Table 1](#sensors-20-04034-t001){ref-type="table"} we used the same transmission power, frequency and antenna gains used to obtain the values depicted in [Figure 3](#sensors-20-04034-f003){ref-type="fig"}. These values were the same that we used in our setup for real measurements.

4.2. Two-Ray Model {#sec4dot2-sensors-20-04034}
------------------

One important measure that is considered in the two-ray model is the cross-over distance $d_{c}$, that is, the distance where the second ray is reflected. This distance can be derived as:$$d_{c} = 4\pi\frac{h_{t}h_{r}}{\lambda}.$$

If the distance between the gateway and a node (*d*) was less than $d_{c}$, only the direct ray is considered and $L_{Atn}$ is determined by Equation ([5](#FD5-sensors-20-04034){ref-type="disp-formula"}), otherwise Equation ([12](#FD12-sensors-20-04034){ref-type="disp-formula"}) is applied. [Figure 3](#sensors-20-04034-f003){ref-type="fig"} shows the evolution of $d_{c}$ for node heights 1, 2, 5 and 10 m, while the gateway was fixed at 2, 10 or 30 m height.

From the results shown in [Figure 4](#sensors-20-04034-f004){ref-type="fig"} we can conclude that if a gateway is fixed at 30 m and a node is set to 10 m, then the cross-over distance is 10,907 m. On the other hand, if low heights were considered for the gateway and nodes (e.g., gateway at 2 m and node at 1 m), the cross-over distance occurs at 72.72 m.

As discussed before, the focus of this work is studying the reliability of LoRa when nodes are positioned at low heights (0.3, 1 and 2 m) and the gateway is fixed at least 4 m above the water surface. [Table 2](#sensors-20-04034-t002){ref-type="table"} provides the results for the cross-over distance in relation to the node heights.

From the results shown in [Table 2](#sensors-20-04034-t002){ref-type="table"} we can conclude that, taking into consideration the characteristics of the setup, the cross-over distance is small for long-range communications and Equation ([12](#FD12-sensors-20-04034){ref-type="disp-formula"}) must be used to estimate $L_{Atn}$ and, consequently, the maximum distance between the gateway and a node.

Given the same conditions used in Okumura-Hata model (nodes are positioned at low heights---0.3, 1 and 2 m---the gateway is fixed at 4 m and the sensitivity value less than −130 dBm), [Table 3](#sensors-20-04034-t003){ref-type="table"} provides the obtained values for the maximum communication distance *d* in relation to the node height when the two-ray model is applied (Equation ([12](#FD12-sensors-20-04034){ref-type="disp-formula"})).

5. Experimental Setup {#sec5-sensors-20-04034}
=====================

In order to evaluate the reliability of LoRa in an estuary flooding scenario we built two experimental setups. The first was built in a rural area, far from the estuary to avoid water influences, to collect data (serving as a kind of ground-truth) relative to transmission quality over solid land. The second scenario, the target one, was built in a sub-urban area in the Tagus river estuary, requiring communication over the water and subject to varying water levels. Data collected from the two setups was used to evaluate---(a) the quality of LoRa communication when considering small node heights in relation to the water and the ground and; (b) the influence of tide on the communication quality. This evaluation was motivated by the dependability requirements imposed by the AQUAMON project, a research project that aims to develop a platform for dependable monitoring in water environments \[[@B50-sensors-20-04034]\]. [Figure 5](#sensors-20-04034-f005){ref-type="fig"} shows the locations where nodes were placed in both scenarios.

Each network comprises five nodes and a gateway. The gateway to node distances are presented in [Table 4](#sensors-20-04034-t004){ref-type="table"}.

In all experiments, the position of the gateway is fixed at 6.8 m above the ground. In the case of the estuary scenario ([Figure 5](#sensors-20-04034-f005){ref-type="fig"}b), this height varies from 4 to 6.8 m, depending on the tide. The heights of nodes were set at 30 cm, 1 m and 2 m above the ground level for the rural scenario ([Figure 5](#sensors-20-04034-f005){ref-type="fig"}a) and above the water for the estuary scenario ([Figure 5](#sensors-20-04034-f005){ref-type="fig"}b). In the estuary scenario, node positions were continually adjusted over time to ensure that despite water level changes each new data acquisition task (lasting for 15 min) would be done with the nodes at the desired height.

In terms of network evaluation, measurements of signal strength, signal-noise ratio, packet loss and round-trip time were collected. A simple request-reply communication protocol between the gateway and the nodes was used. The gateway acts as a master, sending a request packet to each node and receiving the corresponding reply. Given the scenarios, the experiments were done separately. In both, the defined communication protocol ensures that no packet collisions occur because just one request is sent at a time. A timeout of 2 seconds is used to wait for the reply. When a timeout occurs, the message reply is considered as lost. All received replies were stored in the gateway to be processed later on.

In terms of LoRa packet configuration, only uplink packets were used with an explicit header and payload CRC verification. Concerning the payload, it was different for request and reply packets. Each request packet had a payload of 20 bytes, while a reply packet was composed of 85 bytes, where performance data and node coordinates, given by a GPS receiver, were included.

Concerning the LoRa chipset configuration, the maximum allowed transmission power over 868 MHz was used (+14 dBm), with an SF12 spreading factor, a coding rate of 4/5 and a bandwidth of 500 kHz.

According to EU regulations, the allowed bandwidth for frequencies in the range of 25 MHz $\leq f \leq$ 1000 MHz is 100 kHz or 120 kHz \[[@B51-sensors-20-04034]\]. However, given that the LoRa technology supports a higher bandwidth of 500 kHz (leading to improved performance), we decided to run the experiments using this 500 KHz bandwidth for the purpose of evaluating the best case, not a restricted and particular one.

In terms of antenna gains, the gateway antenna has 1.5 dBi while nodes have a unitary gain antenna (1 dBi).

Many experiments were conducted over the course of a few months. Each experiment consisted in:placing the gateway and nodes in specific locations at the desired initial height;executing the described protocol during 15 min (in the estuary case, during the high tidal level we collected measurements during 20 min in order to increase the number of samples. In general, no statistical difference was observed on the packet loss.);placing the nodes at a new height above the ground and repeating the process from (2).

[Figure 6](#sensors-20-04034-f006){ref-type="fig"} shows, on the left, the gateway and, on the middle and right, Arduino and Raspberry PI nodes mounted on a pole with height marks. The gateway is also a Raspberry PI that executes the master role of the described protocol.

Since we are interested in flood prevention, the variation of tidal level needs to be taken into account. In our scenario, the average amplitude of the tide varies from 0 m in low tide to 2.8 m in high tide. In the context of this work, when we refer to low or high tide we consider a time span of about 2 h around the lowest and highest water levels, respectively.

6. Analysis of the First Fresnel Zone Clearance {#sec6-sensors-20-04034}
===============================================

Radio frequency waves propagate not only directly along the line of sight path, but also in an off-axis fashion. Reflections caused by obstacles to the propagation will cause phase variations on the reflected signals. According to Parri et al. \[[@B34-sensors-20-04034]\], if direct and reflected signals take opposite phases (i.e., there is a change of phase to $\left( 2k + 1 \right)\pi$ with $k \in N$ in the reflected signal), signals will be cancelled out at the receiver side, originating losses. If signals are perfectly in phase (there is a change of phase equal to $2k\pi$ with $k \in N$), the signal will be enhanced at the receiver side. Naturally, intermediate situations can also occur. In general, reflections should be avoided since phase changing ordinarily leads to destructive interference and signal weakening. According to He et al. and Green and Obaidat \[[@B52-sensors-20-04034],[@B53-sensors-20-04034]\], line of sight between transmitter and receiver is not theoretically sufficient to assure adequate wireless transmissions. Ideally, any obstruction within the first Fresnel zone should be avoided but this is unfeasible in most real world scenarios. As the phase shifts caused by obstructions in the first Fresnel zone are not large, these can be tolerated as long as at least a 60% clearance is maintained \[[@B52-sensors-20-04034],[@B53-sensors-20-04034]\].

[Figure 7](#sensors-20-04034-f007){ref-type="fig"} provides an illustration of the first Fresnel zone: *d* is the distance between the transmitter and the receiver (line of sight) while $F_{1}$ is the radius of the zone, whose maximum occurs at $d/2$.

If *d* is specified in km and the transmission frequency *f* is defined in GHz, $F_{1}$ is calculated as:$$F_{1} = 8.656\sqrt{\frac{d}{f}}\,.$$

Since the first Fresnel zone can be obstructed by the Earth curvature, the maximum Earth bulge height (*H*), which is experienced in the midpoint of the link, is computed as, $$H = \frac{375d^{2}}{4R}\,,$$ where *d* is the distance between the transmitter and the receiver in km, and *R* is the Earth radius. For long transmission distances the Earth curvature bulge influences the value of *d*. However, given that in our work the distance is under 1.5 Km, this influence can be neglected (and hence *d*, in Equation ([15](#FD15-sensors-20-04034){ref-type="disp-formula"}), represents the distance in line-of-sight without taking into account the Earth curvature influence).

Given that the transmitting and receiving antennas were installed at different heights, the percentage of clearance of the first Fresnel zone is calculated as, $$F_{1_{C}} = \frac{100\left\lbrack {\left( \frac{h_{R_{x}} - h_{T_{x}}}{2} \right) - H} \right\rbrack}{F_{1}}\,,$$ where $h_{R_{x}}$ and $h_{T_{x}}$ represent the heights of transmitting and receiving antennas, respectively. Taking into account the setup described in [Section 5](#sec5-sensors-20-04034){ref-type="sec"}, where distances between nodes and gateway are represented in [Table 4](#sensors-20-04034-t004){ref-type="table"}, nodes are placed at 30 cm, 1 m and 2 m, and the gateway antenna height may vary from 4 to 6.8 m, the first Fresnel zone radius ($F_{1}$) determined by Equation ([14](#FD14-sensors-20-04034){ref-type="disp-formula"}) is represented in [Table 5](#sensors-20-04034-t005){ref-type="table"}.

In our setup, the first Fresnel zone radius varies from 6.89 to 10.59 m. However, this value is reduced by any obstruction within the first Fresnel zone. [Figure 8](#sensors-20-04034-f008){ref-type="fig"} shows the percentage of clearance of the first Fresnel zone according to the nodes and Gateway antenna heights.

From [Figure 8](#sensors-20-04034-f008){ref-type="fig"}a we can see that the most favourable clearance happens when a node is placed at 2 m (maximum considered height) and closer to the gateway (550 m). However, the result is about 43%, which is still below the recommended value of 60% of clearance to achieve a high communication reliability degree. However, this 43% of clearance may be enough to right decode the transmitted information if it was received with a good SNR. The clearance value increases when the gateway antenna is placed at 6.8 m height ([Figure 8](#sensors-20-04034-f008){ref-type="fig"}b). In this case, 63% of clearance is achieved for maximum node antenna height and minimum communication distance. From this analysis we can conclude that the scenario conditions are not ideal to achieve a high degree of reliability. Additionally, these conditions will be degraded when floods occur since the free space bellow nodes and gateway antennas will decrease, introducing further obstruction within the first Fresnel zone.

7. Results and Discussion {#sec7-sensors-20-04034}
=========================

In this Section we present and discuss the results obtained from our experiments. The objective is to obtain reliability indicators, such as received packet ratio, received signal strength, signal to noise ratio and round-trip time, for several node-gateway distances and node heights. These indicators were collected for:a scenario where a flat terrain is considered without the presence of water ([Figure 5](#sensors-20-04034-f005){ref-type="fig"}a);a scenario where the communication is done over the water surface ([Figure 5](#sensors-20-04034-f005){ref-type="fig"}b).

In the water scenario we evaluated the reliability indicators for both high and low tide conditions.

[Figure 9](#sensors-20-04034-f009){ref-type="fig"}a--c shows the received packet ratios considering the flat terrain and the estuary in low tide and high tide conditions, for antennas at 30 cm, 1 m, and 2 m heights, respectively. For flat terrain and low tide conditions, the results show that the maximum communication distances are close to the ones estimated by the Okumura-Hata model (see [Table 1](#sensors-20-04034-t001){ref-type="table"}).

However, in high tide conditions, the maximum communication distance drops significantly, reaching only about 650 m for nodes at 30 cm or 1 m height. Considering the flat terrain and the estuary in low tide conditions (which is similar to flat terrain), 98% of packets were successfully delivered (117 out of 120 packets were received correctly at the gateway). In high tide, the gateway height decreases in relation to water level and this rate drops significantly.

In fact, in low tide conditions, significant parts of the estuary are almost dry, thus approximating the propagation conditions over flat terrain. These results suggest that tides have a high impact on the communication reliability, since the free space between node antennas and the water surface is varying over time.

In these experiments we also collected data for the RSSI and the SNR, which are shown in [Figure 9](#sensors-20-04034-f009){ref-type="fig"}d--i, for the various antenna heights. The results show that both the RSSI and the SNR in low tide are closer to those obtained in flat terrain, in accordance with the measured received packet ratios. As expected, the results obtained with 2 m height antennas are always better than results from lower height antennas.

[Figure 10](#sensors-20-04034-f010){ref-type="fig"} shows the comparison between the RSSI values determined by Equation ([2](#FD2-sensors-20-04034){ref-type="disp-formula"}), considering the Okumura-Hata model and the two-ray model, and the values gathered from the experiments. In all cases all lines follow the same trend, but there is a higher difference for short distances, as the values resulting from the theoretical model are higher for the shorter distances. This difference may be due to hardware saturation, in terms of radio sensitivity, that reduce the received signal strength. However, the difference is mitigated when RSSI values are below to −116 dBm. In this case we can say that the values collected from our experiments are in accordance with the theoretical model, demonstrating the capabilities of the technology to ensure high degree of reliability.

Two main conclusions can be taken from these results---the antennas height influences all the performance indicators; the tide level has a significant impact on the communication reliability when considering antennas placed at low heights.

Regarding the flood alert system scenario, from our experiments we conclude that to deploy such system close to the water, the tidal level must be taken into consideration to keep a minimum height (in our case, 2 m, for a gateway positioned at least 4 m above the water) between node antennas and water surface, sufficient to achieve a desired communication range.

8. Battery Lifetime Estimation of a LoRa Node {#sec8-sensors-20-04034}
=============================================

To achieve dependable remote environmental monitoring applications, several aspects must be considered. These applications can fail for several reasons and two of the most relevant failure modes concerning the communication infrastructure consist of intermittently lost messages (omissions) and permanent loss of communication (e.g., due to crashed nodes). In the previous Sections we analysed the impact of node positioning with respect to the water level on message loss. In this Section we turn our attention to the analysis of the battery lifetime of a node, given that battery depletion is a primary reason for permanent failures. A careful characterization of battery lifetime is hence fundamental to raise confidence that a node keeps operational for a certain amount of time. We thus present a method for estimating the energy consumption of a LoRa node.

The battery lifetime can be estimated by Equation ([17](#FD17-sensors-20-04034){ref-type="disp-formula"}):$$Node_{Lifetime} = Period \ast \frac{E_{battery}}{E_{cycle}}.$$

The parameter $Period$ represents the time duration between consecutive wake-ups. Parameters $E_{battery}$ and $E_{cycle}$ refer to the energy contained in the node battery and energy expended for each $Period$, respectively. The lifetime calculated does not assume battery degradation factors due to time or environmental influences.

The energy contained in a node battery can be obtained through Equation ([18](#FD18-sensors-20-04034){ref-type="disp-formula"}), where the value of 3600 corresponds to the number of seconds per hour, $C_{battery}$ is the charge in the battery (Ampere per hour (Ah)), and $V_{battery}$ is the voltage of the battery. $$E_{battery} = 3600 \ast C_{battery} \ast V_{battery}.$$

Taking into account the packet structure discussed in [Section 3](#sec3-sensors-20-04034){ref-type="sec"}, the Time on Air (ToA) ($T_{TX}$) can be calculated using Equation ([19](#FD19-sensors-20-04034){ref-type="disp-formula"}), where the time per symbol $T_{sym}$ is given by Equation ([1](#FD1-sensors-20-04034){ref-type="disp-formula"}), the number of preamble symbols is defined by the user ($Preamble_{Size}$), and the number of payload symbols ($Payload_{Size}$), according to the Semtech datasheet \[[@B11-sensors-20-04034]\], can be calculated by Equation ([20](#FD20-sensors-20-04034){ref-type="disp-formula"}). The $Preamble_{Size}$ must include the 2 mandatory synchronization symbols and 2.25 symbols of Start Frame Delimiter. $$T_{packet} = T_{sym} \ast \left( Preamble_{Size} + Payload_{Size} \right)$$ $$Payload_{Size} = 8 + max\left( {\left\lceil \frac{2 \ast PL - SF + 2 + 4 \ast CRC + 5 \ast IH}{SF - 2 \ast DE} \right\rceil \ast \left( CR + 4 \right)} \right).$$

In Equation ([20](#FD20-sensors-20-04034){ref-type="disp-formula"}), PL represents the payload in bytes, SF represents the spreading factor, CR represents the coding rate, IH indicates explicit (1) or implicit (0) header, and both CRC and DE indicate absence (0) or presence (1) in the packet.

Since a node sends data every $Period$ and the remaining time is used for computations, receive data and sleep, $E_{cycle}$ can be divided into four parts, the energy expended during idle state ($E_{cycle_{idle}}$), the energy expended to do in-node computations ($E_{cycle_{comput}}$), the energy expended during the transmission state ($E_{cycle_{TX}}$) and the energy required to receive a data packet ($E_{cycle_{RX}}$). Equation ([21](#FD21-sensors-20-04034){ref-type="disp-formula"}) allows us to obtain the amount of energy expended per $Period$ using LoRa. $$E_{cycle} = E_{cycle_{idle}} + E_{cycle_{comput}} + E_{cycle_{RX}} + E_{cycle_{TX}}$$ where $$E_{cycle_{idle}} = \left( Period - \left( T_{packet_{RX}} + T_{packet_{TX}} + T_{Comput} \right) \right) \ast \left( MCU_{idle} + Radio_{OFF} \right)$$ $$E_{cycle_{Comput}} = T_{Comput} \ast \left( MCU_{ON} + Radio_{OFF} \right)$$ $$E_{cycle_{RX}} = T_{packet_{RX}} \ast \left( MCU_{ON} + Radio_{RX} \right)$$ $$E_{cycle_{TX}} = T_{packet_{TX}} \ast \left( MCU_{ON} + Radio_{TX} \right).$$

With $T_{packet_{RX}} = T_{packet_{TX}} = T_{packet}$ if both reception and transmission were considered in a single cycle. If just a transmission is considered, $T_{packet_{RX}}$ must be zero, while if a single reception is considered without data transmission, $T_{packet_{TX}}$ must be considered zero.

In order to demonstrate the influence of LoRa setting parameters, [Figure 11](#sensors-20-04034-f011){ref-type="fig"} shows the ToA for different payload length (in bytes), using several combinations of bandwidth and spreading factors. These values are obtained by applying Equation ([19](#FD19-sensors-20-04034){ref-type="disp-formula"}).

As expected, payload length plays an important role on the ToA. However the combination of a right bandwidth and spreading factor can optimize that time. Since ToA is directly related to the amount of energy that a node needs to expend to transmit the data packet, it is an important aspect to determine the battery lifetime of a node.

As described in [Section 5](#sec5-sensors-20-04034){ref-type="sec"}, for our measurements a bandwidth of 500 kHz is configured and a request-reply protocol for the communication between the gateway and the nodes is used, where each request has 20 Bytes and the reply has 85 Bytes. All request messages include a time-stamp from the gateway. When a node receives the request it builds a response message where initial time-stamp is included. Upon reception of a reply at the gateway, the round-trip time is computed. [Figure 12](#sensors-20-04034-f012){ref-type="fig"} shows the average and standard deviation of the round-trip time for 117 successfully delivered packets at the gateway.

Due to the specific characteristics of the second evaluation scenario (a sub-urban area in the Tagus river estuary, requiring communication over the water) a high SF was used to try to improve the communication reliability. However, three different SFs were tested in the rural scenario. In order to compare both scenarios, in terms of signal strength, signal-noise ratio and packet loss, just the SF12 was used. Additionally, since an analysis of LoRa energy consumption was performed in terms of theoretical models, we compared the theoretical values with those obtained from our experimental setup in the rural area. This is the reason why we include three different SF values in [Figure 12](#sensors-20-04034-f012){ref-type="fig"}.

This round-trip time includes the time to deliver the request, the time to process it, the time to build the reply, the time to send the reply and receive it at the gateway.

[Table 6](#sensors-20-04034-t006){ref-type="table"} shows the estimation ToA for a request with 20 Bytes and a response with 85 Bytes, considering three SF (SF6, SF9, SF12). As expected, the time needed to transmit a response is higher when compared to the request. Each response takes about three times more than a request. [Table 6](#sensors-20-04034-t006){ref-type="table"} also shows the round-trip time, obtained by the sum of ToA for a request and the ToA to receive the response. This round-trip-time is also represented in [Figure 12](#sensors-20-04034-f012){ref-type="fig"}.

In terms of standard deviation, in general, it is small for Raspberry PI node, achieving 1.52 ms for SF6 and SF9, and 40 ms for SF12, representing a stable communication. When an Arduino node is considered, the standard deviation is also small for the lower SF (1.64 ms). However, it is higher for other SF values, achieving 324 ms for SF12. This demonstrates that our setup is working as expected and we can estimate the battery lifetime of nodes according to the theoretical model.

In order to determine the amount of energy expended between each transmission we need to analyse the energy characteristics of the hardware. The characteristics of the hardware used in our setup are represented in [Table 7](#sensors-20-04034-t007){ref-type="table"} and [Table 8](#sensors-20-04034-t008){ref-type="table"}. They were extracted from the hardware data-sheets \[[@B11-sensors-20-04034],[@B54-sensors-20-04034],[@B55-sensors-20-04034],[@B56-sensors-20-04034]\].

[Figure 13](#sensors-20-04034-f013){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 14](#sensors-20-04034-f014){ref-type="fig"} show the expected battery lifetime obtained by Equation ([17](#FD17-sensors-20-04034){ref-type="disp-formula"}) for different bandwidth, spreading factor and payloads. For these computations we assume a $Preamble_{Size}$ of 6 symbols plus the mandatory sync word and start frame delimiter. The explicit header with the presence of CRC and DE, and a CR equal to 4 are also included. In terms of data sending rate, we assume that each sample is sent out every 60 s with the maximum transmission power (+14 dBm). The capacity of batteries are 4000 mAh and 1200 mAh for Raspberry PI and Arduino, respectively. A self-discharge rate of 2.5% per month is considered.

As expected, MCU power consumption is the major factor that determines the battery lifetime of nodes. The idle state greatly reduces the energy consumption. However, the Raspberry PI shows a reduced battery lifetime because the power consumption of the single board computer (SBC) is high when compared with Arduino. In this case, the radio power consumption is significantly smaller when compared to Raspberry PI consumption in any state ("idle" or "on") and the advantage of LPWANs is not reflected in this lifetime estimation, resulting in a reduced node battery lifetime. Another important factor is the quantity of information (Payload size) that must be sent and the time duration of the transmission (spreading factor). From [Figure 13](#sensors-20-04034-f013){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 14](#sensors-20-04034-f014){ref-type="fig"} we can see that the spreading factor plays an important role in the battery lifetime. If the spreading factor is increased, for example, from 6 to 12, the node lifetime is reduced to less than half of initial value. In terms of transmission power, the values of [Figure 13](#sensors-20-04034-f013){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 14](#sensors-20-04034-f014){ref-type="fig"} assume the worse case (maximum expended budget per transmission). If a smaller transmission power is considered, the node battery lifetime will be increased.

Since the energy consumption depends on the hardware characteristics, on the time required to do computations, on the quantity of information to be sent, and on the number of transmissions, the node lifetime can be adjusted by applying several energy saving policies. In [Figure 13](#sensors-20-04034-f013){ref-type="fig"}, we show the expected lifetime for an Arduino node taking into account the SF and the payload size. However, if some data fusion techniques \[[@B57-sensors-20-04034],[@B58-sensors-20-04034]\] were applied over data, the node lifetime can be extended. Assuming that data fusion allows us to reduce the sending rate of a node, reducing the energy spent per cycle, the lifetime of a node will be increased. [Figure 15](#sensors-20-04034-f015){ref-type="fig"} shows the evaluation of expected LoRa node lifetime according to the sending rate for SF = 12 and payload of 100 Bytes. Sending rates of 30, 60, 600, 900, 1800 and 3600 s (0.033, 0.017, 0.0017, 0.0011, 0.0005, 0.0003 Hz) are considered in this analysis.

As we discuss before, the Raspberry PI shows a reduced battery lifetime because the power consumption of the single board computer (SBC) is high. The quantity of energy saved by avoiding data transmissions is reduced and it is consumed quickly by the node itself. However, from [Figure 15](#sensors-20-04034-f015){ref-type="fig"} we can conclude that sending each message at every 600 s (0.0017 Hz) allows us to optimize the raspberry node lifetime. Since the Arduino node presents a reduced power consumption in idle state and low in processing, the node lifetime in this case can be extended for years. Considering, for example a BW of 125 kHz, we can obtain a variation of the lifetime from 18.2 days for a sending rate of 2 Hz, to 3 years if a sending rate of 0.0003 Hz (1 message per hour) is used. Another characteristic that influences the node lifetime is the length of preamble used by LoRa chips, since it adds some load to the communication. The preamble sampling is used to ensure that a receiver is listening to radio channel and thus able to receive the transmission. Using small preamble makes the communication more susceptible to the external noise, since the receiver can not identify the beginning of the communication and discard the transmission. Alternatively, using large preambles adds more overhead to the communication, thus more energy spent by each transmission. [Figure 16](#sensors-20-04034-f016){ref-type="fig"} shows the evaluation of expected LoRa node lifetime according to the preamble size. An SF of 12 and a payload of 100 Bytes with one message per minute were used to estimate the node lifetime. Preambles of 10.25 (minimum value), 130.25, 256.25, 514.25, 1026.25 and 2050.25 symbols were considered.

From [Figure 16](#sensors-20-04034-f016){ref-type="fig"} we can see that the preamble size may have a large impact in the node lifetime since it is considered part of LoRa packet (as defined in Equation ([19](#FD19-sensors-20-04034){ref-type="disp-formula"})).

9. Conclusions {#sec9-sensors-20-04034}
==============

In this paper, we presented an analysis of LoRa propagation characteristics in real environments (over land and over water) under different antenna heights, node distances and, in the case of the estuary, considering different tidal water levels. An extensive set of measurements were obtained in the Tagus estuary, near Lisbon, Portugal, and in a countryside scenario with flat and solid terrain, also near Lisbon. The performance of LoRa was evaluated in terms of received packet ratio, RSSI, SNR and network latency.

The reported results support the conclusion that the reliability of LoRa communications in a real environment is dependent on the height at which nodes are placed, and hence varies with tidal levels. When low tidal levels are considered, the achieved communication distances are roughly similar to the forecasts provided by theoretical propagation models, with 117 out of 120 packets successfully delivered, that is, 98% of packets were correctly delivered to the gateway. However, when the water level raises and node heights in relation to the water become very low, theoretical models are no longer adequate and reliability strongly degrades. It is hence possible to conclude that nodes must be carefully positioned, and our results provide empirical data that allows the determination of the lowest heights at which they can still communicate reliably.

We also provide results on LoRa network latency, comparing them to the specifications of a LoRa chip and concluding that the obtained values are according to those specifications. Based on these results, we also derive a battery lifetime estimation model, which allows us to plan the network maintenance.
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![Received packet ratio (RPR), received signal strength indicator (RSSI) and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) with nodes placed at 30 cm, 1 m and 2 m above water and above the ground (without water).](sensors-20-04034-g009){#sensors-20-04034-f009}

![Comparison between experimental and theoretical RSSI values with nodes placed at 30 cm, 1 m and 2 m for ground and low tide conditions.](sensors-20-04034-g010){#sensors-20-04034-f010}
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sensors-20-04034-t001_Table 1

###### 

Maximum communication distance for different node heights.

  Node Height in Relation to Water Surface \[m\]   Maximum Distance \[m\]
  ------------------------------------------------ ------------------------
  0.3                                              1250
  1                                                1450
  2                                                1700

sensors-20-04034-t002_Table 2

###### 

Two-ray cross-over distance for different node heights.

  Node Height in Relation to Water Surface \[m\]   Cross-Over Distance \[m\]
  ------------------------------------------------ ---------------------------
  0.3                                              43.63
  1                                                145.43
  2                                                290.87

sensors-20-04034-t003_Table 3

###### 

Maximum communication distance for different node heights determined by Equation ([12](#FD12-sensors-20-04034){ref-type="disp-formula"}).

  Node Height in Relation to Water Surface \[m\]   Maximum Distance \[m\]
  ------------------------------------------------ ------------------------
  0.3                                              1350
  1                                                2200
  2                                                3600

sensors-20-04034-t004_Table 4

###### 

Distances from nodes to the gateway.

  Node ID   Distance to the Gateway \[m\]
  --------- -------------------------------
  1         550
  2         650
  3         722
  4         1100
  5         1300

sensors-20-04034-t005_Table 5

###### 

First Fresnel zone radius.

  Distance between Node and the Gateway \[m\]   First Fresnel Zone (F1) \[m\]
  --------------------------------------------- -------------------------------
  550                                           6.89
  650                                           7.49
  722                                           7.89
  1100                                          9.74
  1300                                          10.59

sensors-20-04034-t006_Table 6

###### 

ToA per message size (request and response) and round-trip time of our experimental protocol.

  SF     Payload   Round-Trip Time \[ms\]   
  ------ --------- ------------------------ ---------
  SF6    10 ms     30 ms                    40 ms
  SF9    49 ms     150 ms                   199 ms
  SF12   310 ms    850 ms                   1160 ms

sensors-20-04034-t007_Table 7

###### 

Energy Consumption for different states and MCU used in our setup.

  MCU                 State     
  ------------------- --------- ----------
  Arduino             3.26 mW   12.40 mW
  Raspberry PI 3 B+   1.9 W     5 W

sensors-20-04034-t008_Table 8

###### 

Energy Consumption for different states of SX1276 radio.

  Radio State        Output Budget   Power Consumption
  ------------------ --------------- ----------------------
  Idle                               4.95 $\mathsf{\mu}$W
  Receiving (RX)                     39.6 mW
  Trnsmmiting (TX)   +20 dBm         396 mW
                     +17 dBm         287.1 mW
                     +14 dBm         125.7 mW
                     +7 dBm          66 mW
